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LeaseSpace 365
REVOLUTIONIZE YOUR LEASE MANAGEMENT
LeaseSpace 365 is a purpose built next generation solution for property
owners/operators and management firms looking to digitally transform their business.
Built on the Microsoft platform it leverages the powerful capabilities of the Microsoft

INDUSTRIES
Property Management
Senior Living
Commercial Real Estate
Residential Real Estate

Intelligent cloud and Microsoft Dynamics 365 to break down silos created by traditional
solutions and empower property lease management firms to better manage their
portfolio performance, With LeaseSpace 365 you get:
- A stand-alone lease management application that integrates to your existing ERP

MICROSOFT PRODUCTS USED
Microsoft Dynamics 365
Microsoft Azure

solution but that can also be deployed as a powerful end-to-end solution that
leverages the power of multiple Microsoft applications.
- Real-time dashboards that have interactive, drill-down capabilities and natural
language queries for occupancy rates, unit availability reports and more
- A self-service tenant portal that enables giving tenants access to all of their
lease, billing & consumption info as well as make important service requests.
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MAJOR CHALLENGES FACING OWNERS/OPERATORS AND
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT FIRMS

LeaseSpace 365 Benefits
BETTER ENGAGE & UNDERSTAND
YOUR TENANTS
Build customer trust and deliver
transparency by giving tenants access to all
of the lease, billing & consumption
information. With the power of Tenant Portal
enable tenants to make important requests
with a self-service tenant portal.

EMPOWER YOUR PEOPLE
Minimize training and drive user adoption
with an intelligent, event-driven sales
process that delivers a streamlined and fully
integrated lead to lease process that also
includes digital signature through DocuSign.
Prove sellers with mobile apps that work
whenever and wherever,even while offline,
to maximize productivity and ensure they
never need to leave the customer's side

OPTIMIZE YOUR OPERATIONS
Provide end-to-end visibility of your
business through data-fueled insights that
go beyond traditional sales force
automation and do not require you to switch
between multiple systems.
Gain the power of deployment choice choose a stand-alone lease management
application that integrates to your existing
ERP solution or use multiple applications
that work together as a powerful integrated
solution depending on the specific needs of
your business.

ORGANIZATIONAL INSIGHT &
PRODUCTIVITY
Drive innovation and deployment flexibility
with an application that's; easy to tailor,
extend, and connect to other apps and
services you already use as well as help
manage a diversified business portfolio that
spans multiple real estate industry verticals.
Gain continued product investment and new
capability brought-to-market from Microsoft
spanning Cloud, IoT, Artificial Intelligence
and more driving a fast time-to-value.
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Our History
A team of industry experts and
technology savvy professionals
founded Domain 6 in 2017. After
extensive experience in
multinational organizations such
as Microsoft, CGI, PwC, and other
systems integrators and
independent software vendors,
these leaders came together to
fulfill a dream of enabling real
estate firms with technology.

About Us
OUR MISSION
Enable real estate firms to make the best
use of technology to drive organizational
insight and support their growth.

OUR VISION
Deliver business and transformational
solutions for real estate organizations using
Microsoft technologies worldwide.

OUR CULTURE
With our mission and vision in mind, we
want to build a team of technology and
industry experts that support clients’
success. Our culture focuses on three major
pillars: service excellence, innovation, and
industry expertise.
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